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ITINERARY PLANNER/ENERGY SAVING 
 
Currently, tourists use the Internet as an important tool for planning prior .their   
travelling. Besides, the Internet facilities to search tourist destinations, it helps .to plan 
for saving the optimal travel cost because in recent, gas price is very .expensive. This 
paper proposes to design an online travel itinerary planner under .energy saving 
constraints by focusing on a calculation approach of energy .consumption of cars in 
different environments. The approach applies factors related .to the energy consumption 
which are car types, fuel types, car speeds, car weight, .and condition of the road slope. 
These factors are used to analyze routes and rank .the travel itineraries. In addition, the 
designed planner explains those travel .itineraries about energy consumption, travel 
time and travel expenses. 
The developed system is tested by setting five simulations of travelling with 
.five different types of vehicle. The experimental results reveal that mini cars could 
.save energy up to 53.52% when compared with heavy cars owing to their different 
.engine powers.  While the choosing of travelling plans with the minimum of energy 
.consumption could save more energy than the choosing of travelling plans with the 
.shortest distance or time.  The evaluation results on system usability testing show .that  
the  overall  system  usability  is in a  high level  ( = 3.76). Considering   each  
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the criterion of  learnability is in a moderate level ( = 3.22).  This is due to the fact 
that users have never used this system. The criterion with the highest mean ( = 3.78) 
is the efficiency followed by the flexibility ( = 3.78), the user satisfaction ( = 3.78), 
and the effectiveness ( = 3.75), respectively. 
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95 80 15 
100 80 29 
110 90 10 
100 90 25 
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http://www.wunderground.com/ 
roadtrip/ 
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http://www.tripcalculator.org            
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,* 4.91 ก
/#) (,1	*+ 2 #
+)*+ 4.91  9.82 ก
/#) 
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ก*+ 3.2 ("ก	 !"
#$% (F) (
,1	#"* 0-1 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1  190.00  0.00  20.23 40.87 
 2  190.05 0.09  21.03 110.2 
 3  190.11 0 20.54 103.82 
 4  189.00  0  22.67 103.24 
 5  189.77  0.08 30..15 124.48 
 6  191.40 0.16 25.2 117.74 
 7  189.63 0 33.5 148.58 










 9  189.32 0  25 143.45 
 10  190.05  0.07  25.2 85.88 
* *+#$5S4& %	)1*+
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11 187.60  0 22.5 85.52 
12 187.00 0 25.5 115.52 
13 186.21 0 29.34 116.14 
14 186.71 0.05 24.13 116.49  
15 186.65 0 24.13 96.49 
16 185.55 0 24.13 96.49 
17 186.79 0.12 91.45  152.71 
18 185.32 0 81.25 152.56 
19 184.25 0 80.81 154.47 
20 182.88 0 81.33 155.19 
21 184.05 0.12 81.45 162.86 
 22  182.73 0 88.23 162.58 
 23  182.72 0 87.48 162.7 
 24  183.06 0.03 91.45 160.99 
25  181.31 0 78.51 160.39 
 26  181.98 0.07 91.45 161.67 
27  181.97 0 77.99 161.32 
 28  182.07 0.01 32.76 101.54 
 29  179.45 0 27.89 98.15 
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0-1 127.76 147.23 18.81 673.02 
 1-2 115.65 60.70 7.02 251.18 
 2-0  137.46 87.88 12.08 432.22 
 295.58 38.11 1,363.58 
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3.1.3.2 ก$,#)
	)	)")ก1,-- 
(System Usability Testing) ก.4#1+	1U	 9  V+)	)#1%+)+, 95 (Nielsen, 
1993) /1(--"-)#%+	,-	).41*+)	)")ก
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3.2.2   ก@-/'$-% 
3.2.2.1 กก!ก3)	*+1ก$,#)
	)")ก1
,-- กกSกT (Nielsen, 1993) -		.4*"-ก1# 5   
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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	 9  V+	 
,-	)#1%+)+#*ก-, 95 ")ก*+ 3.1 
'(&'%&)*+,
)
-ก&"."#*)/ = N(1-(1-L)n) (3.2) 
/*+ 
N  % 	.	)	$0U!ก1 (N )#*ก- 41  
#$5#t+*+กกSกT##V) 
L  % 	),#$5*+,-$0U! ,1/.41#
!+ (L )#*ก-, 31  #$5#t+*+กกSกT##V)  
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	1U
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-ก$,!  ),#  
 















: Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU T5750 
	)+ 2.00 GHz 
   -  !		)" 2 GB 
   -  !		)!ก 160 GB 500RPM SATA Hard Drive 
   - 3$ก &#1%+)
#*&#2" Intel (R) Pro/Wireless 3945ABG 
Network Connection 
   - 3$ก &#"
)%+ a #1 #)"& ($c
)& #%+
)& #$5 






   - ,--$b
-
ก: Window XP Ultimate 32 bit operating system 
   - #	2--	#V&: Google Chrome, Internet Explorer 9, Mozilla Firfox 
   - -
ก(.*+ก Google API (Google map) ,,* "'  
   - -
ก#	2- (Web Service) )$03- 
   - #%+)%ก"	
.41 PHP Script Language 5.2.6 
   - #	2-#V
&~#	& Apache Web Server 2.2.8 
   - ,--ก[)4 PhpMyadmin 2.10.3 
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	).41*+)
	)")ก$b
")&ก-,--(,"	*+ 2 #"(,%+ a ,#$ 
"	*+ 1 	,-	).41*+)	)")ก1
,--/(-ก$,#)
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4ก -3."#2 
(,1)#$c!) 
 3. 	)%!3,-- (Flexibility) 	)*+)
	)"),-- *+*!.41")#%ก. a #!),") 
4. 	)")ก#4 (Learn Ability) !) 	)
*+)	)"),--*+*!.41")#4	# $Sก 
.4(, 
 5. 	).41 (Satisfaction) 	)*+)
	)"),--*+*!.41)	)",	ก"-ก1 (,)	)#$5
*+)-ก1 
"	*+ 2 #"(,%+ a )กT ,#$5)$#$ (Open ended question) 
/"-)#ก+	ก-ก$-$3(,,-- 
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  #)%+ ∑ =  ,(	)*+.4#1+	1U*3ก! 
   N = 	.4#1+	1U 
/*+,(*+.4#1+	1U! ) 3    
1    #)%+(	))	)"ก-3$,"& 
0    #)%+)(	))	)"ก-3$,"&!%) 
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,!	
)ก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3$,"&!%#%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3.5  ก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/ก3)	.4#1+	1U*+1,-- 	 9  (,.*+)	
#,!& /ก	 !
#t+ (Mean) (,"	#-+#-)[ (Standard deviation) ก(--"-)*+ 1 #%+
	,-	) /1#ก &ก	(-- 5 ,-)
#
&* (Likert, 1967) /)#ก &
ก	
#,!& (,($.)4ก!,-	)  
,( 4.21 - 5.00 !) )ก*+"3 
,( 3.41 - 4.20 !) )ก 
,( 2.61 - 3.40  !) $ก 
,( 1.81 - 2.60 !)  
,( 1.00 - 1.80 !) *+"3 
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   # %  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 % 
-   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 %     . +   (  	   #
#   	    %
   # %   (   %  2 
   ( %
  ( 9 # 
 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3 348.47 21:37 60.85 
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5 526.79 28:18 69.45 
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8 474.81 25:08 81.51 
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7 526.79 26:27 108.62 
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2) #,	*	! (Effectiveness) $'-2 "
'2'
"
','-! $4/,'-/-4ก (,0! 
/'#E$' 
3) "
' $(! (Flexibility) $'-2 "
'2'
"
','-! $4/,'- ก F $',' 
4) "
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" 4.21 - 5.00  $'-2 "
','-!ก/ 
                                                                                  4'ก 
" 3.41 - 4.20  $'-2 "
','-!ก/ 
                                                                                                4  
" 2.61 - 3.40   $'-2 "
','-!ก/ 
                                                                                                4#ก 
" 1.81 - 2.60  $'-2 "
','-!ก/ 
                                                                                                4 
" 1.00 - 1.80  $'-2 "
','-!ก/ 
                                                                                                4,( 
 !+กก#'	"
','-ก/!) 








  1)  	+
,0,/"ก"	 (Efficiency) 
ก#'	ก!ก4/
/?) 9 " 
'
#,	*	!ก/'ก#'	4 (x = 4.00, S.D. = 0.57) ' ก
	+#3!"G4$
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	+












 (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!) 1 #E!'4) 






(4!) 1 #E!'4) 







 (4!) 3  ก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 (4!) 5 *	ก	) 
3.89 0.93  
"G 4.00 0.57  
 
 2)  	+
,0, (Effectiveness) 
  ก#'	ก!ก4/
/?) 9 " 
'
#,	*	!ก/'ก#'	4 (x = 3.75, S.D. = 0.38) ' ก
	+#3!"G4$
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%! 	+





























3.78 0.44  
"G 3.75 0.38  
  
 3)  	-456	 (Flexibility) 
  ก#'	ก!ก4/
/?) 9 " 
'
"
' $(!ก/'ก#'	4 (x = 3.78, S.D. = 0.29) ' 
ก	+#3!"G4$
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!'
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G,("  4/,'- ก	$#!)-#$ 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#!)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ก$& ก'4!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3.67 0.50  






3.56 0.53  
"G 3.78 0.29  
 
  4)  	-	ก#%	. (Learn Ability) 
   ก#'	ก!ก4/
/?) 9 " 

'"
','-ก4!4/ 'ก#'	4#ก  
(x = 3.22, S.D. = 0.56) ' ก	+#3!"G4$











                      ก4 (Learn Ability) 
%! 	ก#%	. (Learn Ability)  S.D. 1+ 
1 
'ก#K	,'*&ก $!















 3.11 0.60 #ก 
"G 3.22 0.56 #ก 
 
 
  5)  	-7"""	 (Satisfaction) 
   ก#'	ก!ก4/
/?) 9 " 

'"
'2!4/ 'ก#'	4 (x = 3.78,  
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/ (Satisfaction) 






3.78 0.44  
2 $ /
ก	) 3.78 0.44  
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 &G4ก+Iก (ก (x = 3.78) ก
"
','-
ก412'"G4#ก (x = 3.22) &"#ก!'( 
"  #,	*	! 12#3'"G,4,(ก)$' 5  (x = 4.00) '

"
' $( (x = 3.78) "
'2!4/ (x = 3.78) "
'
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 F 
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'4กก (x = 3.92,  x = 
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3.67  4.67 'ก 4.00  































4.33 'ก 4.33 'ก 3.00  
"G 3.92  4.50 'ก 3.58  
 












/?-   &ก#'	"
','-
#,	*	!ก/'"G&
'4กก (x = 4.00,  x = 
3.83   x = 3.42 ') ' ก	+กก#'	ก('4/
/? '
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'4กก (x = 3.92,  x = 
3.83   x = 3.58 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) ' ก	+กก#'	ก('4/
/?'
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3.67  3.67  3.33 
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"G 3.92  3.83  3.58  
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 95 %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 5 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 $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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9+' (Efficiency)  9	 (Effectiveness)  #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,
 (Flexibility)   
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9+' -)";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ก
,& 5 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 (x = 4.00) 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 (x = 3.78) 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  
(x = 3.78) !	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&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ก"8 (x = 3.22) 
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 6.  ก:  
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!,. 
+,!  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21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                (ECTI-CARD 2009).  ก: 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. (2549). ก
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(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